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Neutrinos were “invented” in 1930 by W.Pauli
to explain some features of nuclear beta decay

Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen, 

As the bearer of these lines, to whom I graciously ask As the bearer of these lines, to whom I graciously ask 
you to listen, will explain to you in more detail, how because you to listen, will explain to you in more detail, how because 
of the "wrong" statistics of the N and Li6 nuclei and the of the "wrong" statistics of the N and Li6 nuclei and the 
continuous beta spectrum, I have hit upon a continuous beta spectrum, I have hit upon a deseperatedeseperate
remedy to save the "exchange theorem" of statistics and remedy to save the "exchange theorem" of statistics and 
the law of conservation of energy. Namely, the possibility the law of conservation of energy. Namely, the possibility 
that there could exist in the nuclei electrically neutral that there could exist in the nuclei electrically neutral 
particles, that I wish to call particles, that I wish to call neutronsneutrons, which have spin 1/2 , which have spin 1/2 
and obey the exclusion principle and which further differ and obey the exclusion principle and which further differ 
from light quanta in that they do not travel with the velocity from light quanta in that they do not travel with the velocity 
of light. The mass of the of light. The mass of the neutronsneutrons should be of the same should be of the same 
order of magnitude as the electron mass and in any event order of magnitude as the electron mass and in any event 
not larger than 0.01 proton masses. The continuous beta not larger than 0.01 proton masses. The continuous beta 
spectrum would then become understandable by the spectrum would then become understandable by the 
assumption that in beta decay a neutron is emitted in assumption that in beta decay a neutron is emitted in 
addition to the electron such that the sum of the energies addition to the electron such that the sum of the energies 
of the neutron and the electron is constant......... of the neutron and the electron is constant......... 

I agree that my remedy could seem incredible because I agree that my remedy could seem incredible because 
one should have seen those neutrons very earlier if they one should have seen those neutrons very earlier if they 
really exist. But only the one who dare can win and the difficulreally exist. But only the one who dare can win and the difficult situation, due to the continuous structure of t situation, due to the continuous structure of 
the beta spectrum, is lighted by a remark of my the beta spectrum, is lighted by a remark of my honouredhonoured predecessor, predecessor, MrMr DebyeDebye, who told me recently in , who told me recently in 
BruxellesBruxelles: "Oh, It's well better not to think to this at all, like new ta: "Oh, It's well better not to think to this at all, like new taxes". From now on, every solution to xes". From now on, every solution to 
the issue must be discussed. Thus, dear radioactive people, lookthe issue must be discussed. Thus, dear radioactive people, look and judge. Unfortunately, I cannot appear and judge. Unfortunately, I cannot appear 
in in TubingenTubingen personally since I am indispensable here in Zurich because of apersonally since I am indispensable here in Zurich because of a ball on the night of 6/7 ball on the night of 6/7 
December. With my best regards to you, and also to December. With my best regards to you, and also to MrMr Back.Back.

Your huYour humble servantmble servant
W. W. PauliPauli
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Today neutrinos occupy an important role in Today neutrinos occupy an important role in 
particle physics…particle physics…
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Neutrinos have been usedNeutrinos have been used
as “projectiles” to study as “projectiles” to study 
other particles and to other particles and to 
establish the “Standardestablish the “Standard
Model” of particle physicsModel” of particle physics
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Neutrino Neutrino 
decouplingdecoupling

……astrophysics and cosmologyastrophysics and cosmology

COBE 3K skyCOBE 3K sky

Neutrinos are produced in great Neutrinos are produced in great 
abundance in stars, supernovaeabundance in stars, supernovae

and were produced in the and were produced in the 
primordial Big Bangprimordial Big Bang

1010--4242 1010--3636 1010--3030 1010--2424 1010--1818 1010--1212 1010--66 1     101     1066 10101212 10101818

Age ofAge of
astronomyastronomy

The earliest snapshotThe earliest snapshot
we have of the we have of the 

universeuniverse

todaytoday

Seconds after Big BangSeconds after Big Bang

Planck Planck 
scalescale

Electroweak Electroweak 
symmetry symmetry 
breakingbreaking

Primordial Primordial 
nucleosynthesisnucleosynthesisGUT GUT 

symmetry symmetry 
breakingbreaking
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• They exist                  ‘50s
• They are left-handed      ‘50s
• νe ≠ νµ ‘60s
• nlight ν = 3                    ‘90s
•• MMνν ≠≠ 0                       ‘90s0                       ‘90s
• ντ ≠ νµ, e ‘00s

Experimental knowledge of neutrinos

"I have done a terrible thing. I have postulated a particle "I have done a terrible thing. I have postulated a particle 
that cannot be detected."   that cannot be detected."   W.PauliW.Pauli
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••More information on the “mass problem”:More information on the “mass problem”:
after all the Standard Model does not really after all the Standard Model does not really 
understand massesunderstand masses

••“Minimal Standard Model” usually constructed with “Minimal Standard Model” usually constructed with mmνν=0=0
extensions with finite extensions with finite mmνν naturally give  naturally give  mmνν = = mmll

22//MM
where where mmll is the lepton massis the lepton mass
and and MM is the scale for new physicsis the scale for new physics

••300 300 νν/cm/cm33 in the universe from the Big Bang:in the universe from the Big Bang:
nonnon--zero zero νν masses have an impact on masses have an impact on 
the  problem of dark matterthe  problem of dark matter

What do we hope to learn studying What do we hope to learn studying νν masses ?masses ?

COBE data
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What is produced and What is produced and 
detected isdetected is

If mIf mνν then leptons could behave like quarksthen leptons could behave like quarks
the weak interaction the weak interaction eigenstateeigenstate is a superpositionis a superposition

of mass of mass eigenstateseigenstates
jν

∑=
j

ljlj U νν is a         unitaryis a         unitary
matrix (like the CKMmatrix (like the CKM
matrix for quarks) matrix for quarks) 

33×jlU

What propagates is the mass What propagates is the mass 
eigenstateeigenstate lν
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……that is neutrinos “acquire” components from otherthat is neutrinos “acquire” components from other
flavors as they propagateflavors as they propagate

We can define a “transition probability” We can define a “transition probability” 
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……a periodic functiona periodic function
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For 2 flavors this simplifies:For 2 flavors this simplifies:
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Neutrino oscillations are analogous to Neutrino oscillations are analogous to 
“beatings” in sound waves“beatings” in sound waves

νν1 1 wavewave--
function function 

νν22 wavewave--
functionfunction

neutrinoneutrino
fluxflux
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MeVeHpp e 42.02 +++→+ + ν

ννee are abundant byare abundant by--products of products of 
nuclear fusion in the sunnuclear fusion in the sun

MeVHpep e 44.12 ++→++ − ν

MeVHepH 49.532 ++→+ γ

MeVpHeHe 86.12233 ++→+ α MeVBeHe 59.173 ++→+ γα eepHe να ++→+ +3

MeVLieBe e 8617.077 +++→+ − νγ MeVBpBe 14.087 ++→+ γ

MeVpLi 35.177 ++→+ αα MeVeBeB e 6.1488 +++→ + ν

MeVBe 38 ++→ αα

““pp” 99.75%pp” 99.75%

86%86% ““hephep”  2.4*10”  2.4*10--55

““77BeBe”” 99.89%99.89%

““pep” 0.25%pep” 0.25%

0.11%0.11%

14%14%

““88BB”” 0.11%0.11%
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L=10L=1088kmkm

3 types of experiments 3 types of experiments 
detecting solar neutrinosdetecting solar neutrinos

••Chlorine: Chlorine: 3737Cl+Cl+ννee==3737Ar+eAr+e--

1 exp running >30 yrs (US)1 exp running >30 yrs (US)

••Gallium: Gallium: 7171Ga+Ga+ννee==7171Ge+eGe+e--

3 exp (Russia, Italy) 3 exp (Russia, Italy) 

••CerenkovCerenkov: : ee--++ννee==ee--++ννee
3 exp (Japan, Canada)3 exp (Japan, Canada)
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30 years of solar neutrinos with the Chlorine detector30 years of solar neutrinos with the Chlorine detector
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Neutrinos come from the Sun !Neutrinos come from the Sun !
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Conclusions:Conclusions:

1)1) We detect We detect ννs ! : nuclear s ! : nuclear 
fusion powers the sunfusion powers the sun

2)2) The sun is still shiningThe sun is still shining
(this is not trivial: it(this is not trivial: it
takes ~ 1Myr for a takes ~ 1Myr for a γ γ to to 
emerge from the sun)emerge from the sun)

3)3) We do not see enough We do not see enough ννs s 
• do we understand the• do we understand the

sun well enough ?sun well enough ?
• are • are ννs playing tricks ?s playing tricks ?
“It starts to be really interesting !   It would be nice“It starts to be really interesting !   It would be nice if all this will endif all this will end
with something unexpected from the point of view of parwith something unexpected from the point of view of particle physics.ticle physics.
Unfortunately it will not be easy to demonstrate this, Unfortunately it will not be easy to demonstrate this, even if natureeven if nature
works this way…”     works this way…”     B.PontecorvoB.Pontecorvo, 1972, 1972
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The SNO detector recently started to produce dataThe SNO detector recently started to produce data

SNO: 1kton DSNO: 1kton D22OO

−− +→+ ee xx νν
−− +→+ ee ee νν

−++→+ eppHe
2ν

sensitive to sensitive to ννee onlyonly

SuperKSuperK::

sensitive to a sensitive to a ννe e ,,ννx x mixmix

99.044.5)(
13.169.3)( ,

±=

±=

eνφ
νφ τµ -1-26 scm10× It appears like someIt appears like some

ννee change flavor !change flavor !
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More hints: Atmospheric NeutrinosMore hints: Atmospheric Neutrinos

νν detectordetector

pp

ππ
ππ

ππ

ννµµ

µµ

ee

ννµµ

ννee

1010--20km20km

atmosphereatmosphere

At low energy (~At low energy (~GeVGeV) expect) expect

e
NN νν µ

2≅
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Atmospheric Neutrinos: Ratio of RatiosAtmospheric Neutrinos: Ratio of Ratios
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EarthEarth

DownDown--going going νν
L~20 kmL~20 km

UpUp--going going νν
L~13000 kmL~13000 km

Is there a way to tell if the effect is due to Is there a way to tell if the effect is due to 
neutrino properties ?neutrino properties ?

νν detectordetector
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Up goingUp going Down goingDown going

Indeed around 1 Indeed around 1 GeVGeV
the the ννµµ flux dependsflux depends

on the angle !!on the angle !!

At higher and lower At higher and lower 
energies the angularenergies the angular
behavior is consistentbehavior is consistent

with oscillationswith oscillations

ννee do not seem to do not seem to 
have an oscillation have an oscillation 
pattern (more later)pattern (more later)
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Mostly ruled out by Mostly ruled out by 
the recent SNO resultsthe recent SNO results

Interpreting solar andInterpreting solar and
atmospheric neutrinoatmospheric neutrino
anomalies as due toanomalies as due to
oscillations we canoscillations we can

draw the parametersdraw the parameters
sinsin22 22θθ andand ∆∆mm22

consistent with the consistent with the 
experimentsexperiments

E
LmLP e

2
22 3.1sin2sin),( ∆=→ θνν µ
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How to check that neutrino oscillations How to check that neutrino oscillations 
occur without relying on occur without relying on 

extraextra--terrestrial sources ?terrestrial sources ?
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ννee

ννee

ννee
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ννee

ννee
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ννee

ννe e detectordetector
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Look for a deficit of Look for a deficit of ννee at a distance Lat a distance L

Nuclear reactors are very intense sources of Nuclear reactors are very intense sources of ννee derivingderiving
from betafrom beta--decay of the neutrondecay of the neutron--rich fission fragmentsrich fission fragments

NN

nn

nn
nn

nn
NN22

NN11

NN11 and and NN22 still have too manystill have too many
neutrons and decayneutrons and decay

NN22→N→N33+e+e--++ννee
(this is why reactor spent (this is why reactor spent 
fuel is radioactive)fuel is radioactive)
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Neutrinos can also be produced in particle acceleratorsNeutrinos can also be produced in particle accelerators

pp ππ
ννµµ

µµ ννµµ , , ννe e , , ννττ ννµµ , , ννe e , , ννττ
detectordetector

particle particle 
acceleratoraccelerator

targettarget
decay tunneldecay tunnel

LL

The MINOS experiment will studyThe MINOS experiment will study
neutrino oscillations with neutrinosneutrino oscillations with neutrinos
produced at produced at FermiLabFermiLab and detectedand detected
in the in the SoudanSoudan mine in Minnesotamine in Minnesota
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Complementary properties of Complementary properties of 
Reactors                  and              AcceleratorsReactors                  and              Accelerators

EEνν~few ~few MeVMeV EEνν~few ~few GeVGeV

••Can probe very smallCan probe very small
∆∆mm22

••Disappearance onlyDisappearance only
→ fair→ fair sinsin2222θθ
sensitivitysensitivity

••44ππ source source 
→ → detector massdetector mass

grows with grows with LL22

••Good mass Good mass 
sensitivitysensitivity
requires requires 
very large very large LL

••Appearance Appearance 
possible possible 
(produce (produce µµ and and ττ))

••(More) collimated(More) collimated
beambeam
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Particle detection at low energy rather delicate:Particle detection at low energy rather delicate:
beware of backgrounds !beware of backgrounds !

ν−e

e+
n

γ 8 MeV

γ511 keV

γ511 keV





+→+ + nepeν
••Large(rLarge(r) cross) cross--sectionsection

••Specific signatureSpecific signature

••ee++ kinetic energy kinetic energy 
(<8 (<8 MeVMeV))

••2 annihilation 2 annihilation γγss
(0.5 (0.5 MeVMeV))

••neutron captureneutron capture
(2 to 8 (2 to 8 MeVMeV))

++ +++≅ epne mMMEE )(ν
Neutrino energy measuredNeutrino energy measured

from positron energyfrom positron energy
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The The ννe e energy spectrumenergy spectrum

Eν (MeV)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Calculated reactorCalculated reactor
ννee spectrumspectrum

(10(10--8 8 /s /s MeVMeV GWGWthth))

νe+p→n+e+

cross section
(~10-42 cm2)

ννee+p→n+e+p→n+e++

cross sectioncross section
(~10(~10--4242 cmcm22))
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Neutrinos with E<1.8 Neutrinos with E<1.8 MeVMeV
are not detectedare not detected
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statisticalstatistical
errorerror

2 detectors 2 detectors 
optimized tooptimized to
check if the check if the 
atmatm. neutrino. neutrino
anomaly is anomaly is 
due to due to ννeeννxx
oscillationsoscillations
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The neutrino oscillation experiment at The neutrino oscillation experiment at 
the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (AZ)the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (AZ)

~750 
m

~750 
m

U. of Alabama, U. of Alabama, ASUASU , Caltech, Stanford Collaboration, Caltech, Stanford Collaboration
many thanks to APS !many thanks to APS !
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The detected neutrinoThe detected neutrino
rate is proportionalrate is proportional
to the reactor’s to the reactor’s 
thermal powerthermal power
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Conclusion:Conclusion:
ChoozChooz and Palo Verdeand Palo Verde
saw no evidence for saw no evidence for 
neutrino oscillationsneutrino oscillations

involving involving ννee
down todown to 1010--33 eVeV22

→ → Atmospheric neutrino Atmospheric neutrino 
oscillations are oscillations are 

mainly mainly ννµµ--ννττ
10

-4

10
-3

10
-2

10
-1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
sin22Θ

∆m
2  (

eV
2 )

SK sin22Θ13 (90% CL)

Palo Verde (Swap)

Chooz

neutrinos detectedneutrinos detected
neutrinos expectedneutrinos expected

1.01±0.04   1.01±0.04   ChoozChooz
1.04±0.08  Palo Verde1.04±0.08  Palo Verde
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To access the region interestingTo access the region interesting
for solar neutrino for solar neutrino ∆∆mm22<10<10--5 5 eVeV22 need 100 km baselineneed 100 km baseline
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Need to think regionally: large concentration of nuclearNeed to think regionally: large concentration of nuclear
power plants exist in Europe, eastern US and Japanpower plants exist in Europe, eastern US and Japan
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KamLAND is a KamLAND is a 
collaboration betweencollaboration between

Tohoku, KEKTohoku, KEK
JapanJapan

Alabama, Berkeley,
Caltech, Drexel, 

Hawaii, New Mexico, 
Stanford, 

Tennessee, TUNL
USA
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The KamLAND detectorThe KamLAND detector

••1000 ton liquid scintillator 1000 ton liquid scintillator 
detector in the detector in the 
Kamiokande cavernKamiokande cavern

••~1300 17” fast PMTs~1300 17” fast PMTs
••~700 20” large area PMTs~700 20” large area PMTs
••30% photocathode coverage30% photocathode coverage
••HH22O O CerenkovCerenkov veto counterveto counter
••MultiMulti--hit hit deadtimedeadtime--less less 

electronicselectronics
•• ∆∆mm2 2 sensitivity 7sensitivity 7∗∗ 1010--66 eVeV22

LMALMA--MSW solution withinMSW solution within
reach reach on the earth !on the earth !
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Baseline is limited: 85.3% of signal Baseline is limited: 85.3% of signal 
has 140 km < L < 344 kmhas 140 km < L < 344 km

The total electric power produced The total electric power produced 
“as a by“as a by--product” of the neutrinos is:product” of the neutrinos is:

••~60 GW or...~60 GW or...
••~4% of the world’s manmade power or…~4% of the world’s manmade power or…
••~20% of the world’s nuclear power~20% of the world’s nuclear power

An large nuclear submarine “parked with the An large nuclear submarine “parked with the 
engines running at full throttle” in Toyama bay engines running at full throttle” in Toyama bay 

would give a 10% excess in our signal  would give a 10% excess in our signal  
not a problemnot a problem

••Signal from reactors is ~2 events/daySignal from reactors is ~2 events/day
••Background from natural radioactivity and cosmicBackground from natural radioactivity and cosmic--raysrays

expected to be 10 to 20 times smallerexpected to be 10 to 20 times smaller
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NeutrinoNeutrino
oscillations in oscillations in 
KamLAND couldKamLAND could

result in result in 
distortion ofdistortion of
the energy the energy 

spectrum alongspectrum along
with a deficitwith a deficit
of detectedof detected

eventsevents
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……if oscillationsif oscillations
are detectedare detected
very accuratevery accurate
measurementmeasurement

possible !possible !

approximateapproximate
LMAS regionLMAS region
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Cleaning the KamLAND sphere (Summer 2000)Cleaning the KamLAND sphere (Summer 2000)
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Installing PMTs in KamLAND (Summer 2000)Installing PMTs in KamLAND (Summer 2000)
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KamLANDersKamLANDers hard at work (Summer 2000)hard at work (Summer 2000)
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The completed detector, looking upThe completed detector, looking up
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Balloon installed (Apr 2001)Balloon installed (Apr 2001)
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Receiving a Receiving a paraffineparaffine load in the mineload in the mine
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••PseudocumenePseudocumene and and paraffineparaffine
oil of two different oil of two different 
densities are blended to densities are blended to 
obtain 20% obtain 20% pseudocumenepseudocumene
concentration inside the concentration inside the 
balloon and same density balloon and same density 
outside.   outside.   

••PPO concentration is 1.5 g/lPPO concentration is 1.5 g/l
of the final blend.of the final blend.

••During blending the liquids During blending the liquids 
are preare pre--purified, closed purified, closed 
circulation and circulation and 
rere--purification are startedpurification are started
at the end of the fill.at the end of the fill.
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KamLAND is full since Sept 30, 2001KamLAND is full since Sept 30, 2001

Now testing electronics, calibrating…Now testing electronics, calibrating…

Stay tuned for results !Stay tuned for results !
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AllrightAllright, this is lots of fun but…, this is lots of fun but…
can we use these neutrinos for something useful ?!can we use these neutrinos for something useful ?!

The answer is usually “no”, among other things The answer is usually “no”, among other things 
because neutrinos are so difficult to detect…because neutrinos are so difficult to detect…

The mean free path in lead for a reactor The mean free path in lead for a reactor 
antineutrino is about 0.1 light year !   antineutrino is about 0.1 light year !   

(a good fraction of the distance to the closest star)(a good fraction of the distance to the closest star)

But lets go back to a device that makes LOTS of But lets go back to a device that makes LOTS of 
antineutrinos:       antineutrinos:       a nuclear reactora nuclear reactor

We can turn things around and use antineutrinos toWe can turn things around and use antineutrinos to
“peek inside” the reactor’s core “peek inside” the reactor’s core 

(neutrinos don’t care that there are heavy walls !)(neutrinos don’t care that there are heavy walls !)
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235U
238U
239Pu
240Pu
241Pu
242Pu
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Most of the power and Most of the power and 
antineutrinos in a power antineutrinos in a power 
reactor are producedreactor are produced
by the fissions of by the fissions of 

235235U, U, 238238U, U, 239239Pu and Pu and 241241PuPu

Antineutrino Antineutrino 
spectrumspectrum

slightly different slightly different 
for the 4 for the 4 

main isotopesmain isotopes
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The antineutrino count rate varies in a known 
way as Pu is produced even at constant power

Deviations from the expected trajectory with known    
power may reveal improper reactor use

ν rate is directly related to power with known U/Pu ratio 

12750

12000

11000

0             100           200           300           400     500 days

counts ν

(Total fissile inventory ~ 2700 kg)

Example:Example:
20 kg of fuel 20 kg of fuel 

containing containing PuPu areare
replaced with freshreplaced with fresh

U and then the U and then the 
reactor is restartedreactor is restarted
at the at the same powersame power

levellevel
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SandiaSandia prototype detector isprototype detector is
1 m1 m33 of liquid scintillatorof liquid scintillator

((A.BernsteinA.Bernstein et al.)et al.)

OK, but what about the 0.1 light year… OK, but what about the 0.1 light year… 
how large is the detector ?how large is the detector ?

1 m1 m

The detector needsThe detector needs
to be very close to to be very close to 
reactor corereactor core

For most reactors thisFor most reactors this
is is notnot a problem asa problem as
space is available space is available 
outside outside containmentcontainment
at distances of orderat distances of order
10 m from the core10 m from the core

Of course this can onlyOf course this can only
work for cooperative work for cooperative 
facilities…facilities…
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Still, there are many applications…
1)1) Detect diversion of Detect diversion of PuPu, probably in conjunction with, probably in conjunction with

thermal power measurementsthermal power measurements
-- Current: IAEA Nuclear Non Proliferation safeguards   ~200 reactCurrent: IAEA Nuclear Non Proliferation safeguards   ~200 reactorsors
-- Future: Fissile Materials Cutoff Treaty safeguards      ~435 reFuture: Fissile Materials Cutoff Treaty safeguards      ~435 reactorsactors

2) Detect abnormal reactor operations 2) Detect abnormal reactor operations 
(atypical (atypical PuPu buildup, reduced buildup, reduced burnupburnup levels)levels)

-- Military reactor core Military reactor core reconversionreconversion verificationverification
-- PuPu production agreement verificationproduction agreement verification

••Continuous, realContinuous, real--time, quantitative information time, quantitative information 
about core about core isotopicsisotopics and/or powerand/or power

••Non intrusive to reactor operationNon intrusive to reactor operation
••Reduction of manpower needed for inspections,Reduction of manpower needed for inspections,

cost effectivecost effective
••Robust to many Robust to many coutermeasurescoutermeasures

Possible

Possible

advantages

advantages
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Technology demonstration detector being prepared at the Technology demonstration detector being prepared at the 
San San OnofreOnofre Nuclear Generating Station (CA)Nuclear Generating Station (CA)

Set the 1mSet the 1m33 detectordetector
in the “tendon gallery”in the “tendon gallery”
24.5 m from the core24.5 m from the core

Heavy reactor building Heavy reactor building 
provides shielding fromprovides shielding from

cosmic rayscosmic rays

Expect 2600 Expect 2600 νν//dayday
with 40% detector with 40% detector 

efficiency efficiency 

Should start data taking soonShould start data taking soon
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Old backgrounds Old backgrounds 
becoming becoming KamLAND’sKamLAND’s

signals...signals...

Fred Fred ReinesReines preparing a neutrino preparing a neutrino 
detector (circa 1953)detector (circa 1953)
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So… were neutrinosSo… were neutrinos
from natural radioactivityfrom natural radioactivity
the cause of the cause of ReinesReines’’
background ?background ?

Not a chance, the detectorNot a chance, the detector
was some 5 orders ofwas some 5 orders of
magnitude too small tomagnitude too small to
be sensitive to those…be sensitive to those…
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……KamLAND is about 10KamLAND is about 1055 times larger times larger 
than the early detectors of than the early detectors of ReinesReines

The earth radiates ~40 TW of heat from its surfaceThe earth radiates ~40 TW of heat from its surface
40% (~16 TW) radiogenic40% (~16 TW) radiogenic

90% of it (~14 TW) from U and 90% of it (~14 TW) from U and ThTh decays chainsdecays chains

Study of bulk U and Study of bulk U and ThTh concentrations concentrations 
is an important field of geophysics:is an important field of geophysics:

••Planet formationPlanet formation
••Heat production/planet dynamicsHeat production/planet dynamics
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Traditional techniques:Traditional techniques:
••HeatHeat--flow measurements (cannot separate differentflow measurements (cannot separate different

production mechanisms)production mechanisms)
••U, U, ThTh sampling (difficult to sample on a global scale,sampling (difficult to sample on a global scale,

difficult to sample very deep)difficult to sample very deep)

Result: very different models still plausibleResult: very different models still plausible

General picture:General picture:
-- 50% of U, 50% of U, ThTh in the crustin the crust

-- continental crust (~35 km thick) large continental crust (~35 km thick) large 
concentration, ~ 1 concentration, ~ 1 ppmppm

--oceanic crust (~6 km thick) lower concentrationoceanic crust (~6 km thick) lower concentration
-- 50% of U, 50% of U, ThTh in the mantle and core, must lower in the mantle and core, must lower 

concentration, 1 ppb in olivineconcentration, 1 ppb in olivine
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Antineutrinos are a way to make measurements in a Antineutrinos are a way to make measurements in a 
truly global way (they essentially behave like gravity)truly global way (they essentially behave like gravity)

2.08
2.25

228Ac
212Bi

Th chain

2.29
3.27

234Pa
214Bi

U chain
Endpoint (MeV)Isotope

Total spectrum: 2 structures:    ~2.1 Total spectrum: 2 structures:    ~2.1 MeVMeV
~3.3 ~3.3 MeVMeV

→ → U and U and ThTh contributions can be separatedcontributions can be separated--outout
((4040K is below the detection threshold)K is below the detection threshold)
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KamLAND: neutrinos from… hellKamLAND: neutrinos from… hell

••High energy part:High energy part:
reactor measurement/reactor measurement/
particle physicsparticle physics

••Low energy part:Low energy part:
geophysicsgeophysics

If this first If this first 
measurement is measurement is 

successful we may successful we may 
want to build awant to build a

detector dedicateddetector dedicated
to geophysics at a to geophysics at a 

nonnon--nuclear locationnuclear location
(Australia ?, North Canada ?....)(Australia ?, North Canada ?....)
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Supernovae and the neutrinosSupernovae and the neutrinos

Explosion of the “type II” Explosion of the “type II” 
supernova in the Crab; Jul 4, 1054 ADsupernova in the Crab; Jul 4, 1054 AD

(as recorded by the (as recorded by the AnasaziAnasazi
in Chaco Canyon, NM)in Chaco Canyon, NM)

The Crab Nebula formed by theThe Crab Nebula formed by the
expelled outer shell of the starexpelled outer shell of the star

(as recorded by the VLT,(as recorded by the VLT,
Cerro Cerro ParanalParanal, Chile), Chile)
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Type II supernovae: Type II supernovae: 
explosive phase of a star with M>6 to 8 explosive phase of a star with M>6 to 8 MMsunsun

•• Nuclear fuel burnt through Fe: no mechanism to holdNuclear fuel burnt through Fe: no mechanism to hold
further gravitational collapsefurther gravitational collapse

•• T=0.8*10T=0.8*101010 K = 0.7 K = 0.7 MeVMeV
ρρ=3*10=3*109 9 g/cmg/cm33 (this is a billion times the density of the earth,(this is a billion times the density of the earth,

or the entire KamLAND in a tor the entire KamLAND in a teaspoon)easpoon)
•• The pressure causes the reactionThe pressure causes the reaction p+ep+e--→n→n++ννee

Very intense Very intense ννee flash flash (~1 s duration)(~1 s duration)

•• Neutrinos cool the star that collapses furtherNeutrinos cool the star that collapses further
•• The collapsing soup become so dense to be opaque to The collapsing soup become so dense to be opaque to νν (!)(!)
•• Following mechanisms that we do not completely Following mechanisms that we do not completely 

understand the fireball reunderstand the fireball re--bounces blowing up bounces blowing up 
the outer envelope (eventually like the Crab photothe outer envelope (eventually like the Crab photo))

•• νν of all flavors escape when density low enough (after ~10 s)of all flavors escape when density low enough (after ~10 s)
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Only hours later the density is low enough for light to Only hours later the density is low enough for light to 
escape the star and the supernova flash appearsescape the star and the supernova flash appears

99% of the supernova99% of the supernova
explosive energy is explosive energy is 
carried away by carried away by 

neutrinosneutrinos
…~3.8*10…~3.8*103333 erg, in 10 serg, in 10 s
it would take the sunit would take the sun
2000 billion years to2000 billion years to
produce that much produce that much 

energy !energy !
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We have seen the neutrinos from a supernova only onceWe have seen the neutrinos from a supernova only once

Feb 23, 1987 about 20 Feb 23, 1987 about 20 νν events were detected from an events were detected from an 
explosion in the Large explosion in the Large MagellanicMagellanic Cloud: SN1987ACloud: SN1987A
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Today there are several detectors ready to studyToday there are several detectors ready to study
neutrinos from supernovaeneutrinos from supernovae

The number of events observed could be >10000 for The number of events observed could be >10000 for 
a supernova in our galaxya supernova in our galaxy

Observations could be used to explore:Observations could be used to explore:
••Neutrino masses (from the time of flight from the star)Neutrino masses (from the time of flight from the star)
••Neutrino oscillation (from the flavor composition)Neutrino oscillation (from the flavor composition)
••Explosion dynamics (from the duration of the flash andExplosion dynamics (from the duration of the flash and

the temperatures (energy spectra) of differentthe temperatures (energy spectra) of different
neutrino flavors)neutrino flavors)

From historical records there seem to be From historical records there seem to be 
about 3 supernovae/century in the Milky Way…about 3 supernovae/century in the Milky Way…
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ConclusionsConclusions

I have covered a small fraction of the different I have covered a small fraction of the different 
ideas, experiments, theories connected to neutrinosideas, experiments, theories connected to neutrinos

This is a fantastic field in rapid developmentThis is a fantastic field in rapid development

It is a very broad field with connections with It is a very broad field with connections with 
particle physics, astrophysics, cosmology, particle physics, astrophysics, cosmology, 
geophysics and… who knows… technology !geophysics and… who knows… technology !

…Keep an eye on it !…Keep an eye on it !


